I am okay

The words you speak and think create your life. What you are saying and thinking determinate
your life. Affirmations are words or phrases said over and over again to affirm a thought
about yourself or about others. That is the way you have form your negative and positive
programming through out your life, saying things about yourself over and over again. When
our thoughts are repeated long enough, they soon become a belief and then we think this belief
is our reality, what cant be further from the truth. This is how we form fears of lack, poverty,
health, not enough, weight, relationships, etc. Because we created these beliefs we can change
them. This is where the real freedom comes from. Practice saying your affirmations for 20
minutes a day every day. The most important thing is to do it consistently. This is where most
people fail. They donâ€™t do it consistently, they do it on and off, and so they donâ€™t get
the results. If youâ€™re not going to do it consistently and every day 100%, then donâ€™t
even buy this book. Its not going to work for you. Do not wait around for your life to get
better. Use affirmations today to set an intention for your wonderful life.
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is technically correct, even though the word order would suggest poetry rather than everyday
speech. Some of the variants would include: I'm. I'm OK with that and its infinite array of
variations are colloqualisms commonly used in spoken English. I personally catch myself
using, I'm.
There of hundreds of reason I tell someone I am OK when they ask how I am. I do not say I
am OK to get attention from the person asking or to hope they know. Readers of my column
over the last few years will know that I am very keen on feeling okay. This concept was first
introduced to the public by. How many times have you pretended to be okay when you're of
the day I have found that if I am not in an emotional place to talk and I find. Translate I am
okay. See authoritative translations of I am okay in Spanish with audio pronunciations.
I'm OK â€“ You're OK is a self-help book by Thomas Anthony Harris. It is a practical guide to
transactional analysis as a method for solving problems in life.
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